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Hello,

I am a Technical Director of software living in the CT9 postcode area with my family. I’ve
lived in Thanet since birth in the 1970's, growing up in my parents’ house on Windermere
Avenue on the Nethercourt estate (Ramsgate CT11) directly underneath the Manston flight
path.

As a boy I would feel incredible excitement at the sound of the aircraft arriving and
leaving the airport. In that day Manston was an RAF base with the noisiest of military jets
running operations at any time of day and night. I would hang out of my bedroom window
to watch the planes, and only a few miles from touchdown I could almost reach out and
touch them. The airport at that time had two runways, 28 and 05. The 05 runway facilitated
the RAF Chipmunk trainers, also used by the young Air Cadets, which as a teenager I
would join and be given the opportunity to fly.

Being influenced by aviation at Manston airport led me eventually as an adult to co-create
a flight simulator for the PC retail market, and the success of that spring-boarded me into
games development as a full time job.

Over the years I’ve travelled from the airport for domestic and international business and
pleasure flights. Consequently my family and I felt both devastated and robbed when the
airport was dubiously closed down by its brand new owners.

There are some key points I’d like to put across in my support for Manston and the DCO:

- Manston has one of the longest runways in the UK, which can support almost any aircraft
type.

- Manston is close to the new Thanet Parkway railway station, with obvious fast links to
London.

- Manston airport has immediate access to dual-carriageways and the M2 motorway to
London.

- In the confusion of post-Brexit and post-covid, it might be difficult to predict when
demand for flights will fully return, but no doubt they will, and with the runway already in
serviceable condition, Manston is well suited to handle both cargo and passenger
operations at relatively low cost.

- Should Manston be tragically redeveloped for housing, that would be a permanent and
likely devastating decision for the area. The future would be determined in that moment -
no airport (ever), no skilled aviation job opportunities, no future generations from this area
inspired by the local facility. The land would be literally filled with houses, applying even
more stress upon our already strained roads and infrastructures (such as Southern Water
who this year, as per recent every year, ejected raw sewage into our local sea due to
inability to cope and who are attending court defending themselves this week).

- There is little basis for legitimate argument from local residents regarding noise and
emissions. Aircraft now are cleaner and quieter than they’ve ever been, and the airport has
existed for many decades longer than any existing resident has lived here.

- Passenger operators such as KLM are known to be interested in returning to Manston,
from which they were reluctant to leave. They will be welcomed back with open arms.



- The return of private and commercial flying schools, providing valuable opportunities in
pilot tuition for the future.

- The possibility to create education centres, for local schoolkids to visit and learn about
how aircraft and airports work.

- Creation of career opportunities for all skills and abilities, cleaning, security, grounds-
keeping, passenger handling, cargo handling, emergency services, aircraft maintenance,
ATC and all others required by day-to-day airport operations, including the secondary
services such as foods, drinks and fuel supplies.

- Manston is also a viable emergency divert option for any class of aircraft due to the
runway length.

Having recently flown over the airport and spoken to one of the helicopter pilots, my belief
in the airport's viability remains - I implore the Secretary of State to give RSP a legitimate
chance. Rebuild the airport, inject positivity and hope to all of us living in a post-brexit,
post-covid, job-deprived area who wish to see the creation of skilled opportunities.

In short, please create the opportunity for both the local children and future-me’s to
experience aircraft and to become inspired.

Yours sincerely,

Mike Laskey




